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Yes This IS “Something Positive...”
But Maybe NOT How You’re Thinking.
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We are about the most positive thing there is: all-theway communist revolution. Revolution to bring down
this whole system of exploitation and oppression they
have billions of people locked in. Revolution to bring in
a whole new system, where humanity could be free.
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To do that, we need a revolution, involving millions
of people – going all-out against and defeating the
machinery of violence of the REAL enemy when the
time is right for that.
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We have the strategy that could really win. We have
the plan for what to replace this system with. We
have Bob Avakian, who has developed a new
communism and who leads the revolution, and we
have a vanguard organized to make that revolution.
We have revcom.us where you can find out about all
this. We have the Revolution Club, where you can
learn about this and fight the power.
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And we have our office at 1857 E. 71st St. in
South Shore where you can meet up with this.
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So, yes, people do need to get out of fighting and
killing each other. And they need to get into making
revolution against the system that has us doing that.
Get with us to do that.
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